
1 Kerala moves SC against Governor again 

1 G-7 meet appeals for humanitarian pauses in
Gaza 

4 Palakkad veteran trumps man from Gibraltar to
enter Guinness as world’s longest -serving
lawyer 

6 Kerala forms Organic Farming Mission to boost
agriculture 

8 An under-discussed facet of colonial history 

8 Taiwan, a Malacca blockade and India’s options 

9 Move towards e- FIR, but with caution 

9 Alarming rise of scientific misconduct recorded
in India 

10 Importance of ‘loss and damage’ funds 

12 Brazil will give continuity to India’s Presidency of
G -20, says Ambassador 

12 Govt. mulls ombudsman for air travellers 

14 World will overshoot 2030 fossil fuel limit by
twice over: report 

14 11.5 crore PAN cards deactivated for not linking
with Aadhaar 

14 WHO hailed India’s success in managing TB:
Ministry 

16 ‘RBI may cut rates in 2024- 25 if food inflation is
tamed’ 

II Trouble with India’s guidelines on genetically
modified insects 

1 Possible answer to farm fires: New rice variety
can replace Pusa-44

8 NO2 levels shoot up in Delhi despite truck ban

8 In two weeks, Delhi govt plans to make it rain-
artificially-to curb pollution levels

8
What caused pollution last winter? Stubble
burning, secondary inorganic aerosols &
vehicles, shows study

11 Maiden INDUS-X investors meeting held ahead
of 2+2 India-US ministerial dialogue

13 A matter of integrity

13 Questions over employment

14 Observatories spot red aurora over Ladakh

16 Electoral Bonds and Electoral Trusts: how they
are different

16 One year of Project Cheetah

17 ‘Notable exception’: What is India’s Energy
Conservation Building Code, 2017?
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